Simple, clever, packaging solutions
...for any meal, any day of the week!
HandRap™ is a combination of paper or film adhered to a profiled cartonboard to form a receptacle which is ergonomic to pack and eat from.

The different pack shapes make the range ideal for a wide variety of hot and chilled food items such as Sandwiches, Paninis, Tortillas, Subs and Baguettes.

- Complete flexibility – we’ll design a solution to suit you
- Enhanced customer satisfaction thanks to ergonomic functionality
- Excellent branding opportunities
- Flat pack – so you save on transportation and storage costs
- Ideal for cold products such as sandwiches, tortillas, panini and baguettes
- Also ideal for hot products such as burgers, savouries, pasties, sausage rolls and bakes
- Combines lightweight paper or film and profiled carton board to form receptacle
- Made from sustainable materials
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**HandRap™**

**Baguette with Film**
- Also ideal for Sub Rolls
- 1000 units per case
- White: 048  Kraft: 048K

**Bloomer with Film**
- Also ideal for Ciabattas, Large Rolls & Baguettes (cut into 2/side by side)
- 1000 units per case
- White: 154  Kraft: 154W

**Square Sandwich with Film**
- Also ideal for Bagels, Rolls & Cakes
- 1000 units per case
- White: 159  Kraft: 159J

**Baguette with Perforated Film**
- Also ideal for Sub Rolls
- 1000 units per case
- White: 168  Kraft: 168E

**Deli Pouch with Film**
- Ideal for Breakfast Muffins, Cakes, Wraps, Bagels & Sandwiches
- 1000 units per case
- White: 177  Kraft: 177H

**Stack Bloomer with Film**
- Also ideal for Square Cut Sandwiches, Kids Sandwiches, Cakes & Bagels
- 500 units per case
- White: 263  Kraft: 263K

**Stack Sandwich with Film**
- Also ideal for Square Cut Sandwiches, Kids Sandwiches, Cakes & Bagels
- 800 units per case
- White: 238  Kraft: 238A

**Long Tortilla with Film**
- Also ideal for Wraps
- 800 units per case
- White: 293B  Kraft: 293C

---

*Operation Video*  
Click to Play
Panini with Paper
Also ideal for Small Hot Dogs & Hot Sub Rolls

Baguette with Paper
Also ideal for Hot Dogs, Paninis & Hot Baguettes

Bagel with Paper
Also ideal for Small Burgers & Breakfast Muffins

Bloomer with Paper
Also ideal for Hot Sandwiches & Paninis

Square Sandwich with Paper
Also ideal for Burgers, Hot Bagels & Toasties

MultiRap™
Ideal for Toasties, Pizza, Fries, Croissants, Pasties, Doughnuts, Bagels, Slices, Muffins, Danish & Hot Rolls

1000 units per case
Kraft: 002G

1000 units per case
Kraft: 010R

1000 units per case
White: 032

1000 units per case
White: 044

1000 units per case
Kraft: 045M

500 units per case
Kraft: 329A
**MultiRap™**

Versatile food-to-go packaging for any meal, any time of day

- Ideal for any meal at any time of the day, MultiRap’s 7.5” x 7.5” square design is suitable for hot and chilled food items ranging from pizzas, burgers and toasties to doughnuts and muffins.

- MultiRap™ combines a grease resistant bag with a wraparound carton board to enable easier handling for hot food so products can be served quicker.

- The sustainable pack is designed with the consumer in mind thanks to a tear-off perforated strip to make food easier to consume on the move.
HotRap™

The HotRap™ system is based on a combination of lightweight film adhered to a profiled corrugated board to form a receptacle to eat from. The uniqueness of this application is that it can be put directly into a hot cabinet for up to four hours, keeping the product hot and fresh. The board element adds insulation against high temperatures while holding a hot savoury product such as sausage rolls, pasties and meat pies straight from the hot cabinet.

- Can be stored in hot cabinets for up to a maximum of 4 hours, while keeping the product as tasty as when it went in
- Microwaveable
- Insulation against high temperatures
- Ergonomic design aids eating on the move
- Unique construction protects the product
- Reduced distribution and storage costs through flat pack design
- Keeps the food hot and fresh
- Gives maximum product visibility
- Easy to assemble and pack product

As used by:
HotRap™

**Hot Savoury Pastry with Perforated Film**
Also ideal for Pies, Savoury Slices, Pasties & Crusty Rolls

Product code: 237

800 units per case

**Hot Bap with Anti-mist Film**
Also ideal for Barm Cakes, Bagels, Rolls, Hot Sandwiches & Breakfast Muffins

Product code: 159FPA

800 units per case

**Sausage Roll with Perforated Film**
Also ideal for Hot Wraps & Savoury Slices

Product code: 159FPAM

800 units per case

1200 units per case

Product code: 237
Freshpack™ is the name for a carton sandwich pack which combines a lightweight board with a film laminate. The board provides strength and a quality print surface for image and information. The film also gives a water and air barrier for sealing in freshness and protecting from contamination.

- The World’s Lightest Sandwich cartonboard packaging
- Day fresh and long life versions available
- Uses lightweight, sustainable carton board and film laminate
- Easy perforated opening feature
- Excellent branding opportunities, shelf impact and product visibility
- Oil-based plastics reduced by 85% compared with plastic equivalents
- Integral window removes risk of window glue gaps
- Widely recyclable
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Sainsbury’s  ASDA  MORRISONS  ALDI  SPAR
Freshpack™ Long Life Carton Sandwich Wedge

63mm Long Life Freshpack™ Sandwich Wedge

Width: 63mm
650 units per case

3107WH-LHS
3107KR-LHS

78mm Long Life Freshpack™ Sandwich Wedge

Width: 78mm
600 units per case

3010WH-LHS
3010KR-LHS
DayFresh™ is the name for a Carton sandwich pack which combines a lightweight board with a film laminate. The board provides strength and a quality print surface for image and information.

- The World’s Lightest DayFresh cartonboard sandwich wedge
- Integral window removes risk of window glue gaps
- Uses lightweight board
- Excellent branding opportunities
- Environmentally responsible with lighter materials
- Made with sustainable materials
- Plastic is reduced by 85%, compared to a plastic equivalent
- Widely recyclable
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GREGGS  McDonald’s  Starbucks Coffee  Wild Bean Café  Esso
Dayfresh™ Carton Sandwich Wedge

**Standard Fill Day Fresh Sandwich Wedge**
- Width: 60mm
- 500 units per case
- Kraft: 5303AA

**Single Day Fresh Sandwich Wedge**
- Width: 38mm
- 700 units per case
- Kraft: 5303AB

**Deep Fill Day Fresh Sandwich Wedge**
- Width: 72mm
- 500 units per case
- Kraft: 5301AB

**Bloomer Box**
- 500 units per case
- Kraft: 5000AA

**Tortilla Wrap Box**
- 500 units per case
- Kraft: 9002KR
RapTray™ combines a lightweight board with a film laminate. The board provides strength and a quality print surface for image and information and the film seals in freshness and protects from contamination.

- Lightweight board and film laminate provide strength and high quality print surface
- Microwavable
- Easy-open design and large window for great product visibility
- Modified atmosphere (MAP) option available
- Oil-based plastics reduced by up to 85% when compared with plastic tray equivalents
- Suitable for chilled and hot food
- Excellent branding opportunities
- Widely recyclable
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FoodService
RapTray™

Large Carton Food Tray
Ideal for Salads, Pasta, Pies & Hot Meals

Size: 190x140x40mm
360 units per case

Small Carton Food Tray
Ideal for Salads, Pasta, Pies & Hot Food

Size: 120x120x45mm
360 units per case

Long Life Carton Food Tray
Ideal for Salads & Pasta

360 units per case
Kraft: 8001KR

RapTray™

FoodBox™
Ideal for Pies, Noodles, Jacket Potatoes, Pasta, Curry, Lasagne, Burgers, Roasted Vegetables & Paella

Large FoodBox™
420 units per case
White: 6022WH

Small FoodBox™
280 units per case
White: 6023WH
New to FoodService

FoodBox™
The perfect new addition to our FoodService range

- Lightweight board with film laminate
- Widely recyclable
- Grease proof
- Suitable for hot and cold food
- Ovenable option up to 220°C - on request
- Available in two sizes
- Microwavable
- Easiest opening/closing mechanism on the market (see below)
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RAP’s other simple, clever packaging solutions for all four seasons of the year

**HotRap™**

HotRap™ is a combination of lightweight paper laminated to film to form receptacles suitable for hot ‘Food to Go’ products, including; pizza, hot rolls, baps, wraps, toasties, sausage rolls, pasties and meat pies.

**BagRap™**

BagRap™ is a combination of lightweight paper laminated to film to form a bag suitable for ‘Food to Go’ products, including; Square-Cut Sandwiches, Bloomers and Speciality Sandwiches, plus other uses such as Bakery Products and Confectionery.

**MA Wedge™**

MA stands for ‘Modified Atmosphere’. Our MA packs combine a lightweight board with a film laminate and are suitable for gas flushing.

The board provides strength and a quality print surface for image and information and the film is high barrier, for sealing in freshness and extending shelf life.

**Softpack™**

Softpack™ is a combination of lightweight paper laminated to film to form receptacles suitable for ‘Food to Go’ products, including; Baguettes, Wraps, Subs, Bloomers, Paninis and Speciality Sandwiches.

**SIMPLE, CLEVER, PACKAGING SOLUTIONS**
DESIGN & TECHNICAL CENTRE

All RAP innovations begin life at our dedicated Design and Technical Centre. This is where ideas become reality, at the hands of some of the most gifted packaging experts in the business.

MANUFACTURING

RAP combines impressive design technology with in-house expertise to offer engineering solutions and manufacturing capabilities. We recently invested €6 million into our state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Ireland, allowing us to continue producing groundbreaking packaging systems.

TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS

RAP leads the industry in supply chain delivery. With all services offered in-house, we’re able to take your concept from design stage to finished product to its final destination completely seamlessly. Our clients appreciate that they don’t have to waste time chasing third parties – we take care of all the logistics.

GRAPHIC DESIGN & PRE-PRODUCTION

Our in-house Graphic Design and Pre-Production team have a unique understanding of the materials, construction and philosophy behind our packaging, as well as considerable experience in how to maximise shelf impact.

SIMPLE, CLEVER, PACKAGING SOLUTIONS